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CHINA AND BELARUS SHARE A RAPID DEVELOPMENT 
PATH…
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…AND FACE A COMMON CHALLENGE ADAPTING TO 
A NEW NORMAL

In China excess industrial capacity has 
increased in recent years…

…and excess capacity increases in 
industries where share of SOEs tends to 
be larger
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ADJUSTING TO A NEW NORMAL: WHAT GOT YOU HERE 
WON’T GET YOU THERE

When external or domestic environment changes—conflicting 

objectives do no not allow SOEs to adapt to changing economic 

circumstances

No clear separation in government roles -- (i) an owner, (ii) a 

promoter of economic and social development, (iii) 

regulator/controller -- has brought a sizable misallocation of factors 

of production and undermined performance of SOEs



ADJUSTING TO A NEW NORMAL: A TRANSITION FROM 
DOMESTIC DEMAND MANAGEMENT TO SUPPLY SIDE 
REFORMS

Often policy makers face two policy choices 

 Introduce accommodative policies to maintain "demand" and capacity for 

industrial goods in the post-industrial economy

Undertake reforms to adjust economic growth model (supply side reforms)

Key objective in China: make SOEs more competitive, 

responsive to changes to external/domestic environment and 

more connected to global markets



KEY PRINCIPLES OF CHINA’S SOE REFORMS OF 
2016-2020: LETTING MARKETS A DECISIVE ROLE

Key principles

 Design SOE reforms to take into account the socio-
economic situation

 Follow market principles, while meeting social 
responsibilities

Strengthen the corporate governance in SOEs

Pursue SOE reforms in a prudent and gradual manner



THREE-STEP APPROACH FOR SOE REFORMS IN CHINA

1. Design clear vision  By 2020 China will be a moderately prosperous society.

2. Address immediate pressure points before comprehensive reform plan is finalized

 Budget law amendments (2014): clarifying budget and off-budget expenditures

 Industrial restructuring fund established (2016): saving jobs, not industries

 Debt-for-equity swap program (2016): address NPLs

3. Develop a comprehensive medium-term SOE reform strategy with clear actions, targets 

and objectives (a 7-step plan 2015).



STEP 0: WHAT IS THE SUBJECT OF SOE REFORMS? 

Categories of State Owned Assets (SOAs)
Categories of State Owned Enterprises 

(SOEs)
Agencies Exercising State Ownership

State owned 

assets (SOAs)

Operational 

SOAs

SOAs in 

enterprises

Non-financial 

SOEs

Industrial SOEs

Central SASAC

Provincial SASAC

Sub-provincial SASAC

Other government 

ministries/departments/public service units

Non-industrial SOEs
Various government 

ministries/departments/public service units

Financial SOEs
Ministry/Departments of Finance, Central 

Huijin

Some administrative and resources SOAs used by enterprises
SASACs or various government 

ministries/departments

SOAs in administrative offices and public service delivery units Ministry/Departments of Finance

Resources SOAs Various government ministries/departments

Other SOAs Various government ministries/departments



A COMPREHENSIVE 7 STEP REFORM STRATEGY 
1ST STEP: CLASSIFY SOEs



2ND STEP: STRENGTHEN SOE CAPITAL 
MANAGEMENT

Shift the focus to manage SOE capital rather than operations

Clarify and separate ownership and control rights

Establish specialized investment and operation companies to manage state assets

Introduce diverse ownership structure

Optimize the allocation of state capital to meet national strategies

Allow exits of non-viable SOEs but ensure sufficient safety nets on layoffs

Develop a set of first-tier global multinational SOEs 

Consolidate the management of state capital under single supervisory framework, and 
eventually under the specialized investment and corporation company

Raise the contribution to 30% of SOE profits to public budget by 2020 and reallocate 
some SOE capital to social security funds



3RD STEP: MODERNIZE CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Establish a full-function of directors and supervisory boards with one-person-one vote 
Majority consists of external board of directors

The board has discretions in corporate decisions

Strengthen the checks and balances, including having one-person-one-vote system 
and employee representatives.

Introduce a multi-tier system on management, with proper salary and incentive system

Deepen reforms on personnel recruitment and promotion



4TH STEP: PURSUE MIXED-OWNERSHIP REFORMS

Tailor the mixed-ownership reforms to prevent loss of national assets

Introduce hybrid ownership, such as cross-shareholding, collective capital, equity 
swaps, convertible bonds; encourage multi-form of private participation

Allow non-state investor participation in utility sectors

Explore the possibility of mixed ownership reforms with employees as shareholders



5TH STEP: PREVENT THE LOSS OF NATIONAL ASSETS

Strengthen the internal control and audits. SOE boards and managers held 
accountable for decisions

Provide synergy with external supervisory mechanisms (investigations, legal and 
institutional reforms)

Strengthen information disclosures on SOE operations



6TH STEP: DEFINE THE OWNERSHIP ROLE OF 
STAKEHOLDERS IN SOEs

The State will maintain majority ownership and control on strategic industries

Define, legalize and separate the core political role of the Party organization in 

SOEs in the corporate governance framework



7TH: CREATE AN ENABLING ENVIRONMENT FOR 
SOE REFORMS

Strengthen legal framework and other supportive reforms – land registration, asset 
valuation, entry and exit of firms, tax policies on transfers of national assets, social 
security issues, labor contracts, severance pay, etc.

Separate the social functions and legacy issues of SOEs and move part of social 
responsibilities to the government sector



CONCLUSIONS: BEHIND CHINA’S IMPRESSIVE 
ACHIEVEMENTS IS A STORY OF: 

Continuous institutional upgrade and adaptive policy 

The art of sustaining reform momentum – a social contract that carefully 
balances a need for change and stability


